
SUBJECT: INFORMATICS PRACTICES (065) 

CLASS XI Assignment 

 

 

I Answer the following based on PYTHON 
 

1.What will be the output of the following print statement:         

print(“Informatics\tpractices \nClass\tXI”)  

2. Write the corresponding Python expression for the following mathematical expressions:     

2-ye2y + 4y 

3. How is assignment operator different from comparison operator ?       

4. Will the following code produce any result? Justify your answer.         

X=”MyPython”  

Y=2  

Print(x+y) 

5. Cross out the variable names that are not legal in python with suitable reason.       

Abc#d ,12abc, $abc, abc_12, float, For 

6. Rewrite the following program after finding and correcting syntactical errors and underlining it.  

 a, b = 0  

if (a = b)  

a +b = c  

print z 

7.  Write any two features of Python.           

8. Construct logical expression to represent the following condition      

 i) x is negative 

 ii) sales in the range 40000-50000 and commission is 1000. 

9. Write a program to input values for Principle and Time and calculate compound interest. If time is less than 1 

year, the rate of interest will be 5% per annum otherwise it will be 5.5% per annum.    

10. Convert the following to its equivalent decimal number system       

  

i) (11110)2  ii) (11.011)2 

11. Convert the following to its binary number system        

  i) (125)10   ii) (25.25)10 



 

12. What will be the output of the following code:-           

X = 10 

 X =X+10  

X = X//4  

print (X)  

X, Y = X-2, X%2 

 print(X, Y) 

13. Write a Python program that accepts marks in 3 subjects and outputs average marks.     

14. Write any two assignment statements to assign float and string value.      

15. Evaluate the expression given below if A= 16 and B = 15.         

(i) A % B // A  

(ii) A > B AND B!=6 4. 

16. Write a program in python which will find all such numbers which are divisible by 7 but are not multiple of 

5 between 1500 and 2701(both included)          

17. ABC shop deals with footwear and apparels. Write a program to calculate total selling price after levying the GST. Do 

calculate central Govt. GST and state govt. GST. GST rates are as under       

 

 

 

II Answer the following based on MySQL 
Q1. Consider the table ‘empsalary’.          

 



 
To select tuples with some salary ,Siddharth has written the following erroneous SQL statement:  
SELECT ID, Salary FROM empsalary WHERE Salary = something;  

Write the correct SQL statement.  
`  

Q2  What value is assigned to a Nullable field if its value is not assigned in the INSERT INTO statement? 

Q3  What is the purpose of a Column Alias?         

 
Q4 Consider the table ‘Teacher’ given below.                                                                     

  
What will be the output of the following queries on the basis of the above table:  
(i)Select count(Department) from Teacher;  

(ii)Select count(*) from Teacher;  

 

Q5. Consider the tables given below.           

Salesperson 
 

ORDERS 
 

  
 

 

 

i. The SalespersonId column in the "Salesperson" table is the _________ KEY.The SalespersonId column in the "Orders" 

table is a ___________ KEY.  

ii. Can the ‘SalespersonId’ be set as the primary key in table ‘Orders’. Give reason. 

 Q6  An attribute A of datatype varchar(20) has the value “Amit” . The attribute B of datatype 

char(20) has value ”Karanita” . How many characters are occupied in attribute A ? How many characters 

are occupied in attribute B?           



Q7 Write the output of the following SQL queries:         

 
i) SELECT TRUNCATE(8.975,2); 

ii) SELECT MID(‘HONESTY WINS’,3,4);  

iii) SELECT RIGHT(CONCAT(‘PRACTICES’,’INFORMATICS’),5);  

iv) SELECT DAYOFMONTH(‘2015-01-16’); 
 

Q8 Table “Emp” is shown below. Write commands in SQL for (i) to (vi) and output for (vii) and (viii)     
 

 

 

 
i. To display list of all employees below 25 years old.  
ii. To list names and respective salaries in descending order of salary.  
iii. To count the number of employees with names starting with ‘K’  
iv. To list names and addresses of those persons who have ‘Delhi’ in their address.  

v. Based upon given table write the degree and cardinality. 
vi.   To increase the salary of all employee by 5000 
vii. SELECT Name, Salary FROM Emp where salary between 50000 and 

70000;  

viii. SELECT Name, phone from emp where phone like ‘99%’;  
 
Q9 a)  ABC Company has organized their Games Olympiad. Participants are coming from different parts of 

the country to participate. A table Player is created in database named Olympiad Write SQL query to 

create a table ‘Participant’ with the following structure :        

 



 

i) Write the command to open the database Olympiad 

ii) What command will you use to display the structure of the table 

iii) Write the command to display all the tables in the database 

 

 

Q10 In today’s digitized world with a need to store data electronically, it is very important to store the data in the 

databases. SQL is used to interact with the Database Management System.     

 I.  Classify the following commands according to their type :(DDL/DML)  

i. INSERT INTO    ii. ALTER TABLE  

II. Which clause would you use with Select to achieve the following:  

i. To select the values that match with any value in a list of specified values.  

ii. Used to display unrepeated values of a column from a table.  

III.  Chhavi has created a table named Orders, she has been asked to increase the value of a column named 

salesamount by 20. She has written the following query for the same. 

 Alter table Orders Add salesamount =salesamount+20;  

Is it the correct query?Justify. 

Q11. Name any one Single row function and any one Aggregate function. Also mention the difference in their working.  


